Bell B20Es are a real find for
archaeological specialist
LK Construction

United Kingdom

Bell Tracked Carrier turns
heads at CONEXPO

United States

LK Construction, the UK operated plant hire and ground works contractor renowned for its
archaeological excavation expertise, has bolstered its fleet with the purchase of three Bell
Equipment B20E Articulated Dump Trucks, all within sixteen months.

Bell Equipment’s all-new Tracked Carrier (TC) received an ‘overwhelming’ customer response at
CONEXPO, Las Vegas where the TC7A took centre stage on a rotating turntable as the
company’s latest premium solution for soft underfoot conditions.

With its ability to provide a highly
skilled archaeological dig service,
the LK Construction team has
developed a strong national
reputation for archaeological
evaluations and excavations of all
sizes, resulting in a sizeable portfolio
of pre-construction archaeology
clients.

ground conditions, which easily
create the potential to damage
the archaeology below. We
wanted a vehicle that would
complement our drivers’ skilled
operation; a compact solution that
would operate with accuracy.
That’s why we became interested
in Bell Equipment’s B20E.”

Geared for the short haul and to
provide a niche solution to the
pipelaying industry, Bell Equipment
developed the TC7A and TC11A
Tracked Carriers following
extensive market research and a
stringent design process.

Leading a team with thousands of
hours of experience excavating
archaeology, the company’s
Managing Director, Lloyd White,
was looking to build a ‘more
dexterous’ fleet of vehicles for his
expanding operation. Having
previously rented ADTs, Lloyd
wanted to create a workforce of
his own, comprising of more nimble
vehicles with oscillating frames and
high flotation tyres, designed to
prevent ruts and minimise the
chance of becoming stuck.

A physically smaller incarnation of
the Bell B25E and B30E, but with
comparable capabilities, the B20E
6x6 ADT has already proved itself
as a popular machine within
housebuilding markets. With its
emissions-compliant Mercedes
Benz engine, this economical ADT
delivers excellent tonnes per litre
ratios and is considered a small site
‘access enabler’ owing to its
compact design.

“Our archaeology clients operate
onsite in all weathers,” he explains,
“which means we do too. Often
we work on land with challenging

“Working within the archaeology
sector, it’s vital that we get the dig
right first time, avoiding damage
and working efficiently,” Lloyd
continues. “This makes the B20E’s
light ground pressure and flotation

tyres perfect for the task.
“Having purchased our first model
16-months ago, I was quickly sold
on the vehicle’s capabilities. Our
clients have been very pleased
with the level at which the
machine is able to perform,
combined with our drivers’ skilled
operation. In fact, I’ve been so
pleased, that I went on to
purchase a second B20E a year
ago, and a third back in May.
“Together, the machines have
presented us with very little
downtime, other than general
wear and tear, and the result and
levels of efficiency we’ve
achieved through using them has
been impressive.
“They’re ideal for this specific line
of delicate work, but also perform
extremely well within our other
sectors of groundworks,
earthworks, enabling works and
site clearance. All-in-all, a great
machine.”

Feedback from an intensive test
programme in America has been
encouraging. Bell Equipment
Regional Manager, Brad Castle,
says: “The trial has met our
expectations and surpassed them
in a number of ways. The features
that were designed into the
machine are proving themselves in
TC applications, therefore we are
pleased so far. We are constantly
receiving valuable machine and
production information through
Fleetm@tic® and our future
customers will be able to as well,
as this is going to be a standard
offering.”

The units, fitted with premium
components and Bell Equipment’s
proprietary software, are powered
by a 6,7 litre Cummins engine with
Rexroth hydraulics and have the
option of a dump bed or a flatbed.
Unlike most of the competition,
both models have a standard
ROPS and FOPS certified cab. The
Bell TCs feature a unique six-roller
system with compound walking
beams that provide equal weight
distribution when traversing
obstacles. “The result is a much
smoother ride than the tracked
machines that are currently
available in the market,” explains
Brad.
“In keeping with our philosophy of
‘strong reliable machines’ our
Tracked Carrier is made from
thicker gauge steel, has rubbers in
the bogie pivots for reduced

greasing requirements and
improved wear and a ground level
service hatch and removable
panels for ease of maintenance,”
he adds. “Our design engineers
have listened to the market and
designed accordingly, thinking of
everything including cab
accessibility and operator comfort.
This was borne out by the customer
response at the show.”
“People first noticed our unique
undercarriage system. Coupled
with our promotional video, they
could see and appreciate the
advantage in driving comfort
when the machine was shown
going over obstacles alongside a
competitor’s machine. They were
also impressed by the potential
prolonged track life benefits of our
suspension system.
“The purpose-built cab, with its
excellent visibility, was another
talking point as competitor
machines are fitted with generic
excavator cabs and Bell is only
one of two competitors to offer a
ROPS and FOPS cab as standard.
We were complemented on the
ground level service hatch on the
left-hand side of the machine.
Customers noticed and
appreciated this convenient and
time-saving measure.”
The first order of Tracked Carriers
for America has been received
and is expected to arrive by early
2021. With its credibility in the
Articulated Dump Truck market
with the niche B20E Low Ground
Pressure truck, Bell Equipment will
also be investigating the feasibility
and demand for the Tracked
Carriers in other regions.
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